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Workow ModelingyPaulo Barthelmess and Jacques WainerAbstractA discussion of workow models and process description languages is presented. The re-lationship between data, function and coordination aspects of the process is discussed, and aclaim is made that more than one model view (or representation) is needed in order to graspthe complexity of process modeling.The basis of a new model is proposed, showing that more expressive models can be built bysupporting asynchronous events and batch activities, matched by powerfull run-time support.1 IntroductionWorkow management systems can be de�ned as \systems that completely de�ne, manage andexecute workow processes through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven bya computer representation of the workow process logic" [WMC95] in a shared environment.The expressive power of the model that drives the system's execution will ultimately determinethe power of the system as a whole. The absence of rules for dealing with a situation generates an\uncertainty level" that demands extra information collection and processing [Gal77]. Therefore,more expressive models lessen processing e�ort.An important part of organizations e�orts is devoted to exception handling chores [Saa94, SM89].If we could express more at model level, less e�ort would be spent treating those situations asexceptions. In fact, they would stop being exceptions, and become rule.Most description languages are not able to depict asynchronous events and batch activities[BW95], forcing these events and activities to be treated as exceptions. We will propose a model thatadds support to such events and activities. Because both asynchronous events and batch activitiesare commonplace, we feel that better models can be built by being able to support them.Even very powerful models are not enough to cope with the dinamics of execution. We claimthat in order to be useful, a Workow system must o�er better run-time exception handling support.We will now discuss workow modeling issues in general and follow with the speci�cs of a newmodel, that aim at building more expressive models.2 Description languagesBusiness processes need to be abstracted, so that they can be automated by a workow managementsystem. This abstraction constitutes a model [EW94], built by analyzing the real world and depictingsome of its aspects in a description language. The analysis process is heavily inuenced by thisyThis paper was pulished at the Proceedings of CYTED-RITOS International Workshop on Groupware, Lisbon,Portugal, Sempember 1995. 1



language. Its constructs (the basic elements and a grammar to combine them) will shape the model,making it easier to express some of the concepts in a speci�c way, while barring others.The semantics of the model will govern its workings, be it at simulation or enactment level. Thatis to say that the system will have an understanding only of those things that can be represented,making it hard to deal with concepts left o� the model. The model by itself is not able to specifyall the details required at enactment time. An additional semantic, that we will call run-timesupport, also governs the model execution, providing additional tools and functionality withoutwhich the system does not work.Workow system models could therefore be analyzed within the following dimensions:� Modeling� Representation� Semantics� Run-time supportIn the following sections, we'll analyze each of these items in turn.2.1 ModelingRobinson warns us that organizational modeling is no easy task. Organizations are normally com-prised of many di�erent semantic communities, each with its own specialized language and worldviews [RB91].One must keep in mind that models are but maps and recipes, that in a similar way do notrepresent faithfully any reality, but can nevertheless be of help (\procedures are more like advicethan algorithms" [Rob93]).2.1.1 What needs to be modeledModels produced by current system analysis normally comprise data and function models.Workowsystem models must add to that, including a new aspect, that of coordination. Coordination doesnot have an objective of its own. It is a prerequisite for the organization to reach it's real objec-tives. Coordination establishes relationships between activities and their products, \binding tasksinto larger, meaningful wholes" [Hol88]. This de�nition conforms with that of Bannon and Schmidt[BS91], that says that \Cooperative work is constituted by work processes that are related as tocontent, that is, processes pertaining to the production of a particular product or service". Coordi-nation representation brings to light many new problems, as it corresponds to much more uid, lessstructured concepts and practices.Modeling has a long history, at least as long as that of computers. Many analysis methodologiesexist (e.g. structured analysis [Yourdon], OOA [SM92]) and are used to try to capture reality aspects.Workow modeling adds to this traditional process some new ingredients: roles and synchronism.Roles In order to be able to distribute tasks to their performers, a workow system must haveorganizational roles knowledge. This knowledge is not normally necessary when one is modelingusing some traditional analysis method.A system built according to traditional methods normally takes for granted that its operatorswill be trained to know what, when and how to access each of the system functions. In this case,the burden of determining which task pertains to which actor normally lay with the users.Workow systems, on the contrary, are built to deal speci�cally with the distribution of work tothe right persons, automatically or with the help of a human agent. In order to be able to distribute2



work, the system must have some knowledge of the organizational structure, hierarchical (line units),functional (project and committees), roles and actors. This organizational model will be used atenactment time to assign actors to roles and for information and activity access control. Using thismodel, one can describe roles relatively to other roles, as for instance \the secretary of the manager",\the manager of the initiator", \the project leader of the project", \the members of the committee"as done in the WooRKS system [ALP+94].Synchronism Another issue that is in most systems left to be dealt with by the users is the syn-chronization of activities. When using traditional systems, users must �nd some way of coordinatingtheir e�orts, perhaps by establishing an additional (manual) protocol. This extra protocol will thenbe used to warn other participants that some activity must be executed.Synchronism establishes activity dependencies, and speci�es which tasks can be executed inparallel and which must necessarily be postponed until some others are completed.Traditional system analysis is normally not concerned with synchronism, as attested by thelack of ways of specifying it using ordinary diagrams (DFDs, for instance). In workow systems,synchronism is usually the central focus, and the necessary protocol is automatically supported bythe system. In a distributed shared environment such as o�ces, coordination of actions of the manyplayers is essential if business objectives are to be reached.2.1.2 Model scopeWorkow systems scope is normally greater than that of traditional systems, as they must (to agreater or lesser degree) support not only structured automatable activities, but also unstructuredand manual activities, those that lack an algorithmic solution.The focus of workow systems are the humans responsible for activities, that will eventually makeuse of tools (automated or not) in order to expedite their work. These tools could be spreadsheets,text editors, database managers, custom made programs, or forms (electronic or not), that will beused to modify information stored in possibly many di�erent documents that carry data concerninga case.One must realize that workow systems will normally have to deal with all elements of tradi-tional systems plus the coordination aspects. Data modeling, function and event analysis and otheractivities involved in traditional analysis will continue to be relevant.Workow systems are extensions of traditional systems. The work of modeling such a systemwill always be harder than that of building a traditional system, as the coordination aspects haveto be added to the description of the work itself. Events appear to be the binders of the two views,as they abstract real world incidents \that tell us that something is moving to a new state" [SM92].These movement indications are important both for data transformation functions (the work itself)as for the coordination of work.An analysis of existing workow systems shows that most of them do not try to include datarepresentation in their models, not because data is not important in workow systems, but becausethe emphasis is on the coordination aspects.We feel that each of the di�erent aspects (data, functions, coordination) should be modeled usingdi�erent kinds of representations, that when taken together would give a picture of the process as awhole. Traditional system analysis often produces many and simultaneous forms of representation(for example diagrams and data dictionaries). It is therefore unlikely that workow systems couldbe depicted with just one (simple) diagram. 3



2.1.3 Meta-modelsEach workow system is based upon a meta-model, be it explicit or implicit [EW94, EN93]. Thismeta-model is a reection of the system creators views of how speci�c models should be built. Themeta-model o�ers a methodological backbone, upon which speci�c models are built. Descriptionlanguages reect the meta-model, o�ering constructions that make it simple to create models thatfollow meta-model guidelines.Some systems have an explicit meta-model and are based in some well grounded theory, as forinstance those based in a \language/action perspective" [Win86], based in the Speech/Act theory[Sea69], like The Coordinator [Win88] and ActionWorkow [Med92]. Other systems do not have anexplicit model, but have an implicit one nevertheless, as their functionality is based in assumptionson how user actions should be conducted [EW94].Models that over specify, determining in a too rigorous way the temporal sequencing of activitiestend to become to rigid, being incompatible with the form work is really done [Such87].2.2 RepresentationVisual languages are employed by most workow systems for process description, probably becausethey o�er a way to shield users from details of the formalism it is based upon. We'll assume fromnow on that the descriptions will always be visual.2.2.1 Basic requirementsLook Schlaer and Mellor o�er us a list of appearance requirements for a description language[SM92]:� Hand-drawable / No delicate placements needed - one should be able to build models withnothing more than pencil and paper. This is essential as many tentative versions must bedeveloped before all the details are in place. The sketches are most of the time produced inthe �eld, away from CASE tools and the like.� No needless di�erences (from existing languages) - if an appropriate language already exists,a new one ought not to be designed.� Multiple Views / Density of information - Diagrams should be worth producing, but notunreadable.We share the notion that multiple views are necessary to depict such a complex reality as thatof organizational processes. If we only have a single model, either it will be too complex or elseimportant details will be missing.In the present paper we are interested in discussing only workow speci�c aspects, i.e., thesynchronization model. One must be forewarned though, that other complementing diagrams wouldhave eventually to be produced, encompassing data and function modeling.Feel Some more subtle requirements for process description languages (PDL) are established byRein in [Rei92]:� formal in its syntax and semantics,� based on intuitive concepts,� visual, 4



� enactable (executable),� able to express a variety of processes that can be any combination of formal to informal andautomatic to manual processes,� able to express both concurrent and sequential temporal relations,� able to support dynamic iteration of process steps,� able to support dynamic change of the process descriptions.2.3 SemanticsPetri-nets [Rei82] seem to be the basic formalism upon which variations are introduced to expressmodel semantics. Many models describe their semantics by showing standard conversions betweentheir representation and that of Petri-nets.Petri-nets o�er the basic means to express the essential synchronization, that speci�c aspect thattake workow systems apart from other systems.What most of the representation languages do is therefore to o�er meta-level constructions overPetri-nets or one of its variations. One can allegedly express more with less symbols, once that eachbasic symbol corresponds to a sub-net.2.4 Run-time supportBy itself, representations are not able to express all the necessary details for the use of a system.Extra functionality must be added in order for the system to be useful, due to workow dynamicbehavior. We will now examine some of these functionalities.Exception handling actions At enactment time, many special situations arise, for which noprescribed processing exist. We call these special situations exceptions.Exceptions are much more common than the (ill-chosen) name implies [EN93, Saa94, SM89].E�cient exception handling is therefore of the utmost importance.According to Strong and Miller [SM89], two main kinds of exceptions exist: 1) informationexceptions and 2) process exceptions. Information exceptions occur when part of the informationis incorrect or missing. In some cases, information is altered after it has been used (to make adecision, for instance). Process exceptions occur when special operations are required to produce anacceptable outcome. This may happen for instance when an urgent request has to be put throughin haste. Process exceptions may also be caused by the lack of usually available resources, a brokencomputer system, or an assigned actor on vacations, for instance.The necessary steps to bring the exceptional case to an acceptable outcome will be called ex-ception handling actions (ehas). Exception handling normally involves a redirection. Theseredirections could aim at one of many objectives:� Looping back to activities that have already been executed. This may happen when incompleteor incorrect data is detected at a later activity and must therefore be altered.� Skipping over some activities as may happen when an special urgent case has to be put throughin haste.� Rerouting to include activities not present in the prescribed ow. One could add such activitiesto the ones in the ow or those in the ow could be abandoned in favor of new ones, that aremore apt at dealing with the exceptional case.5



The execution of non conventional actions will imply in many occasions in referring the workcaseupward in the hierarchy for further analysis. This is not a redirection in the strict sense of the term,but implies in changes on the responsibility level. Hierarchies function in this case as additionalconict resolution tools [Gal77].Actor scheduling At enactment time, roles will have to be �lled with real actors, that will performthe activities. This scheduling may be done automatically using some algorithm (round-robin, workload distribution) or manually by an actor, when subjective judgment must be applied. Some of thechosen actors may not be available at some moment, in which case an enactment time reallocationmay need to take place.The acceptance of a task by an assigned actor may involve negotiation between this actor andthe requester. This negotiation may be conducted to iron out task details and is made beforethe acceptance or the refusal of the task. The system must provide functionality to assist in thisnegotiation process, as done in the Regatta system [SMM+94], that automatically support this kindof negotiation prior to the start of any stage.Time related issues Organizations work with deadlines. Deadline tracking must therefore beo�ered by the system: to warn users of approaching deadlines, to warn supervisors of overdue work,and so on.Access control Security issues surface in most systems, and workow systems are no exception.It is not desirable that some role/actors might have access to information or could execute actionsbeyond their authority level.Systems must o�er ways of assigning people authority levels and of enforcing that no one mayaccess unauthorized items. The seeming simplicity of authorization might o�er some traps, forinstance when there is an inconsistency between authority levels for task execution and for documentaccess [AS94]. The agent may have authority enough to execute the task, but not to access thenecessary documents. A di�erence between the responsible actor and the executor surfaces here[Joo94].Tool integration Activities work is best conducted with the aid of tools. These tools may beunstructured, like spreadsheets and word processors or highly structured, like forms. Workowrelated data is usually presented by means of forms. Database access is done with the aid of forms,that mimic their paper counterparts. The tools, as well as database structure are determined byspeci�c analysis, complementary to the coordination analysis.A system is greatly enhanced by a exible integration of tools, as done by the WooRKS system[ALP+94] that o�ers external application integration through its operator and information models.Unstructured communication Communication is not always electronic and intra-organizational.Phone, fax, mail and other media is extensively used, both inside and outside of organizations bor-ders. The system must o�er a way of recording the meaningful contents of these communications.Even the conduction of electronic interchange could bene�t from the existence of a tool (maybebased on speech/act concepts) that would help add semantic to these interchanges.Models must be in constant evolution, in order to cope with the changes in the real world[EK93]. Once older case histories must be kept, some versioning means must be supported, asprocess, document and even activity descriptions will probably be continuously changed. An oldercase may make no meaning under new rules. 6



3 Model proposalExisting description languages normally support only the speci�cation of the organizational mainline, i.e., of \o�ce procedures for the most predictable normal cases" [Saa94]. We aim at creatinga more powerful description, able to express more than strictly the main line. This goal can bereached by better integration of exception handling.We would like to state clearly that our intention is not of creating a model that tries to predictevery possible exception beforehand. Such a goal would be destined to failure, as some authorsforewarn ([EW94, AS94], for instance). Our objective is to enhance the model so that the handlingof routine exceptions could be incorporated at speci�cation level, and supported at enactment level.We discuss next how we intend to reach the fore mentioned goals, through better exceptionhandling and component reuse.3.1 Modeling3.1.1 De�nitionsWe'll base our model proposal on the de�nitions of its conceptual components. The de�nitions followwhen possible those proposed by the Workow Management Coalition [WMC95].A process definition models the solution for a business objective. It is comprised of plans,objects, and activities. A plan speci�es states and the transitions between them, establishing anordering. It models exclusively coordination related aspects. In a way, the plan speci�es a possiblelife cycle [SM92] of a workow instance. A workow may have one or more plans, corresponding tothe main line and important variations.The objects (application data) encapsulate the data needed during workow execution. Ac-tivities specify object transformation functions, the work itself. Activities are comprised of work-items, representation of work to be processed. Work-items are atomic (indivisible) and presenttrivial sequencing requirements. Activities can be either structured or unstructured, manual orautomatic.Each activity has an associated role, that at execution time will be �lled by an actor that will ac-tually execute the work-items. A role is a synergistic collection of de�ned attributes, quali�cationsand/or skills that can be assumed and performed by an actor, for the purpose of achieving organi-zational objectives. An actor (workow participant) can be a human, a program or an equipment(e.g. a printer). Activities are atomic in the sense that they are performed by a sole actor and thatthe work items have trivial sequencing requirements, therefore involving no coordination aspects.When more than one role is involved, or some special sequencing must be guaranteed, a sub-planmust be speci�ed.Sub-plans correspond to a hierarchical decomposition of a plan, and like a plan, specify tran-sitions between states. Each state indicates a stage in the life cycle of a workow instance. Eachstate can be associated with an activity or a sub-plan, to be activated at execution time (like aprocedure call) when/if the state is ever reached. States are reached through transitions, trig-gered by the occurrence of events. Events are abstractions of real world incidents that signal statechanges [SM92]. Events can be generated outside the system (for instance the arrival of orderedgoods) or internally, generated inside one of the executing activities (for instance when the endingof one activity triggers the start of the next).Workcases (workow process instance) are the instances of a process description created atenactment time. Workcases are initially comprised of instances of the prescribed objects and followthe prescribed plan, executing the prescribed activities.During execution, exceptional situations may cause changes in either the plan, the types ofrequired objects or the activities. These changes will reshape the workcase to conform it to the7



exceptional situation. The prescribed plan, objects and activities can, and probably will, be changeddynamically, during the lifetime of the workcase. The need to deviate from the prescribed plan,objects and activities can arise many times during workcase's lifetime. As the workcase executionproceeds, a history is formed, describing the steps taken so far.
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Figure 1: Process description x Workcase componentsWorkow systems pose the very interesting problem of dynamically changing requirements. Forsome processes, analysis will only reveal its goals and the indication of how they are most of thetime reached. Exceptions will cause changes in the requirements, bringing sometimes the need for arun-time re-analysis and re-planning. Workow systems must o�er its users tools that would onlynormally be used by analysts in traditional systems.In our model, each of the workow description components (plans, objects, activities) is addressedseparately and will eventually lead to di�erent separate diagrams and/or descriptions. We considerthat each representation should focus on the speci�c aspect it is trying to portray. A single diagramwill most certainly not be able to contain all the relevant information: either it will be too complexor it will not address all the relevant issues.3.1.2 Asynchronous events modelingWorkow systems are reactive systems, i.e., systems that \are event driven, continuously having toreact to external and internal stimuli" [Har88]. Some of these events that must be dealt with areasynchronous, i.e., one can not anticipate the exact moment of their occurrence. As will later bediscussed, depending on the moment of occurrence of an event, a radically di�erent response musthave to be generated.Most description languages are not able to depict asynchronous events. This will force the eventsto be treated as exceptions, even if they are commonplace. In this case, the adequate response willdepend on user's knowledge in dealing with the situation. More knowledgeable users will probablydeal with it successfully, but that may not be true for less trained ones. We intend to �ll this gap,supporting asynchronous events both at model and enactment level.8



We envision a system that would let us specify asynchronous events handlers in a hierarchicalway, i.e., that generic system level handlers could be speci�ed only once, and that more speci�chandlers could be speci�ed at the levels where a special response is required.Events would therefore receive a polymorphic treatment. They would be treated either at activity,process or system level, depending on the existence of a speci�c handler or not.Even with more expressive models, a great deal of unanticipated exceptions will continue to haveto be dealt with at execution time. We will discuss its handling later on.3.2 RepresentationWe will examine in this section not a speci�c representation, but some representation problemswe would like to solve. The pictures presented are not to be considered as proposed forms ofrepresentation. They are just illustrative.3.2.1 Asynchronous events representationThe arrival of a signal connected to an asynchronous event, a cancel request, for instance, can impacta workcase in very di�erent ways, depending on the moment of its arrival.A possible order processing life cycle is depicted in �gure 2. The actual responses would naturallydepend on organization policies.
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GenerationFigure 2: Order ProcessingIt could easily be seen that di�erent courses of action are taken, depending on the stage theworkcase is in at the moment of signal's arrival.Let's examine some of the representation problems exhibited by the example:� A fair amount of handling is involved. Its direct integration in a diagram may cause thediagram to become too complex, specially if many di�erent events are being dealt with.� The same response applies to more than one state. For instance Production scheduling andWaiting for production both elicit the same reactions.� On occasion, some complex action arises, for instance "Take legal action ". This will mostprobably involve many expert decisions and on the whole this action can span months or years.For all e�ects, this action corresponds to a completely new workcase.9



State Response at signals arrivalOrder entry AbortProduction scheduling Undo any scheduling actionsWaiting for production Redo scheduling to �ll eventual gapsAbortProduction Decide if production would be stopped orcontinuedIf decided to continue - store the goodsTake legal actionAbortDelivery Store the goodsInvoice generation Take legal actionAbort3.2.2 Batch activitiesBatch activities [BW95] also pose some special representation problems. In this kind of activities,many individual workcases are brought together and su�er a collective action. This collective actionusually involves grouping or ordering the workcases according to some criteria that take all workcasesin consideration. The outcome of this action can be in one or more di�erent dimensions:� Establishing an execution precedence - when some kind of priority is established. Some work-cases will su�er further processing before any others.� Establishing an outcome - might happen for instance when positions are �lled. The workcasesthat graded best will be approved and others will not. Di�erent further processing will beapplied in each case.� Actor scheduling - workcases might be grouped according to some needed expertise, or tosome geographic criteria. The groups will then be assigned to an actor that holds the neededexpertise, or that services the speci�ed locations.Individual workcases have to be put in wait state till the batch's starting condition is met. Thiscondition also varies:� A point in time is reached - the workcases will wait till a deadline is met. This deadline canbe set once (e.g., 3rd. of January, 2019), or be repetitive (e.g., every friday, or every morningat 8 o'clock).� A quota is �lled - when a preset number of workcases are waiting (e.g., process batches of 10or more)� By manual intervention - the workcases wait till an actor activates the batch.3.3 Run-time support3.3.1 Exception handling actionsEven more important than being able to represent exception handling at the model level is the abilityto deal with them at execution time. This is important because many exceptions are unpredictable.10



We envision a system that would o�er standard responses to be applied when dealing with exceptions.These exception handling actions (ehas) would range from the most speci�c (and restricted) to themost general (and powerful).We will now tentatively group some possible ehas in some di�erent dimensions.Responsibility related actions All the actions in this group cause the workcase to be sent tosome other actor, that will either do some work or forward it once again.� Back to sender - return the workcase to its sender. This eha can be used to establish aconversation between a requester and a prospective executor of an activity, so that they mayiron out some details.� Back to the information provider - sends the workcase to the actor that provided some pieceof information. It might be used to request data correction.� Forward to responsible - sends the workcase to whoever is responsible for it. It will normallycause the workcase to be referred upward in the hierarchy. This may happen when an actordoes not have enough authority to handle a case.� Forward to - sends the workcase to some other actor (supposedly more knowledgeable), to betaken care of.Activity related actions The actions in this group command that one or more activities be reenacted or that their work be undone.� Redo state related activity - commands that the activity related to a state be re done. Thestate has to be speci�ed because a process might employ a standard activity in more thanonce, in di�erent states.� Loop back to state - causes the workcase to be sent back to a previous state, to be re donefrom there on.� Undo state related activity - commands that the actions applied in an activity be undone.This action should be automatic, i.e. the system should keep track of the changes, so thatthey could be undone. Can be used to undo the e�ects of an activity that should not havebeen done in the �rst place.� Rollback to state - commands that all the work done from the mentioned state on be undone.Again, this action should be automatic.Plan related actions These actions cause changes in the plan. They prescribe the future stepsof the workcase.� Skip state activity - cause the mentioned state to immediately trigger the start of the nextstate, without executing its own related activity. If the activity has already been started, itshould be interrupted. This action may be used to expedite the processing of a workcase, whenan activity is taking to long and therefore compromising a deadline.� Perform sub-plan - performs an exception handling sub-plan, continuing processing from thecurrent state on as soon as the sub-plan �nishes.� Plan change - determines that the workcase should ow from now on based on a new plan.This new plan can be brought from a library or be designed from scratch. Partial or incompleteplans should be allowed [AS94, SMM+94], as future steps may not yet be clear.11



Infrastructure related actions A system administrator must have ways for dealing with com-munication, server or software failures. Actions of this kind may for instance include:� Store locally - in the event of communication or remote server failures, store the data locally,till the resources are restored.� Dump out of the system - orders the transfer of data to other media (diskette, paper) so thatit can be further processed by means other than the system's.3.3.2 Component reusePlan construction would be much faster if one could build a new plan deriving it from alreadyexisting ones [MCL+92], specializing, modifying or doing composition. This plan library could thenfunction as a common artifact [Rob93], serving as repository of common evolutive solutions, builtand re�ned by the many involved in reaching organization business goals.Once these components reach a widespread use, plans could be developed in a higher abstractionlevel, using the components as basic building blocks. This basic reusable components will thenfunction as a meta-language. Each organization would then have a way of expressing their plansusing its own tailor made constructs.Systems are often used in ways its creators had not devised [EW94, Rob93]. Component reusewould in a way allow the system to be extended by its users, that would e�ectively build in theirown speci�c (meta) language.3.4 Di�erences to other trigger modelsThe main di�erence from our model and other trigger based models (e.g. Joosten's Trigger Model[Joo94], Regatta [SMM+94] and InConcert [AS94]) is that we are concerned with asynchronousevent handling, both at the speci�cation and execution levels.Our plans show state transitions, and not activity transitions as most of the other models do.This allow us to depict waiting states and proxy (representing external events) in a uniform way,even though these states do not have any associated activity, i.e., they are pure synchronizationdevices.Joosten provides in [Joo94] a very interesting example (of a batch activity) that shows no con-nection between following activities (�g. 3, p. 5). The \mail order" activity does not trigger thenext one, \empty letter box". The latter is a time triggered batch activity. This leaves mail orderhanging alone, with no explicit connection with the next activity.We feel that by using states, the ow connections are made clearer, as shown in �gure 3. Byusing states, one can more truly depict a workcase state, showing that it is "waiting for collection", and not that it is hanging between "mail an order " (performed by a client) and "empty letterbox (performed by a mail collector) in an indetermined state.
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4 Concluding Remarks and Future WorkThis paper represents an intermediary step in our research on workow modeling and the develop-ment of better suited representational languages and meta-models of workows. Additional issuesneed to be investigated:� A graphical representation must be developed. This representation must be able to expressasynchronous events in an easy way.� A methodological framework must be speci�ed, encompassing all process aspects: data, func-tions and coordination. For each aspect, a representation must be devised. The methodologyhas to conductive of process analysis and model construction.� Plan, object and activity reuse tools have to be devised. The browsing of existing componentsand construction of new derived ones must be made in an easy, exible way.� The executor/responsible relationships must be better studied.References[ALP+94] Ader,M., Lu, G., Pons, P., Monguio, J., Lopez, L., De Michelis, G., Grasso, M.A.,Vlondakis, G.WooRKS, an Object Oriented Workow System for O�ces, Working paper.[AS94] Abbot,K.R., Sarin, S.K. \Experiences with Workow management: Issues for the NextGeneration, " in CSCW'94, ACM, 1994.[BB90] Bullen, C, Bennet, J. \Groupware in practice: An interpretation of work experience, "MIT Center for Information Systems Research, Cambridge, MA, 1990.[BC88] Bowers,J., Churcher, J. \Local and global structuring of computer mediated communi-cation: developing linguistic perspectives on CSCW in Cosmos, " from CSCW'88, ACM,1988.[BW95] Barthelmess,P., Wainer, J. \Workow Systems: a few de�nitions and a few suggestions," to be published ACM Conference on Organizational Computing Systems (COOCS'95),San Jose, CA, 1995.[Cle90] Clement, A. \Computer Support for Computer Work: A Social Perspective on the Em-powering of End Users, " in CSCW'90 Proceedings, ACM, New York, 1990.[EK93] Ellis, C.A., Kedara, K. \Dynamic Change within Workow Systems, " Technical Report,Department of Computer Science, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1993.[EN93] Ellis, C.A., Nutt, G.J. \Modelling and Analysis of Coordination Systems, " TechnicalReport CU-CS-639-93, Computer Science Dept., University of Colorado at Boulder, 1993.[EW94] Ellis, C., Wainer, J. \Goal Based Models of Collaboration, " Collaborative ComputingJournal, Vol. 1, No. 1. June 1994.[Gal77] Galbraith, J. R. \Organization Design, " Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1977.[Har88] Harel, D. \On Visual Formalisms, " Communications of the ACM, 31 (1988), pp 514-53013
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